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Student name Ken Sears Student number 490630
Course/Unit People & Place Assignment  1
Type of tutorial
(eg video/audio/written)

Written

Overall Comments

In many ways your coursework is more interesting than this assignment.  You seem to have 
been more playful and experimental in the self-portraits than in these more studied formal 
portraits of your wife in what looks like a home setting.  

You have been very honest about your qualms with portraiture and they seem so developed 
that I wonder whether you have chosen the right course!  (And this is reflected in the fact that 
you have only sent 4 photos).  This course is all about photographing people - the environ-
ments in which you find them are secondary.  You possibly need to find a subject (person or 
activity) which means a lot to you so you can think more about the things people are doing 
and less about the act of photographing.  Vital for the next assignment. 

You’ve clearly got an eye for design and light, and these visual skills are a good foundation to 
build on.  But you do need to get the technical issues right (some of these photos are blurred) 
and you need to be alert and observant of the ways people behave and express themselves.  
Almost all these photographs of your wife, for example, are pictures of someone smiling.  It 
would have been good to photograph your wife doing different things and expressing herself 
is a more diverse range of moods.  

Photographing people well is all about observation.  You need to focus on them, watch them, 
and pick out details in the way they express their character.  Firstly, just watch and try to name 
the way they sit, walk, stand, how they fold their arms or tilt their head.  All these details of 
posture are saying something.  When you can notice these subtle expressions of character, you 
can then photograph them.

Feedback on assignment 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration of Creativity 
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1
Your first portrait is a pretty good design idea - with your wife standing against a mirror so that 
we see two views of her head.  But the photo is blurred and that makes a photo like this unac-
ceptable.  When I say “a photo like this”, I mean, a blurred formal photo should be pin sharp 
and the focus should be exactly where you want it and nowhere else.  If you had taken a photo 
of someone playing football, then maybe a bit of blur would add some movement and energy.    
But here it looks like a mistake.  

Your combination of colours and tones is good here.  A nice bright light and the blue and gold 
work well together.  But the mirror frame on the lower right is distracting.  I’ve cropped it out.  

2
Another photo that looks blurred.  Again you have used good colour design here, with your 
wife’s blonde hair standing out against complementary blues and violet.  

As with most active or set-up portraits like this, you need to make a lot of shots and try to find 
one that works.  This one doesn’t work too well.  It is very subtle what makes a portrait work 
well and you need to just keep going until you nail it.  

3
This is more a stylistic difference than a different portrait.  Again you model is smiling and it 
seems to contradict or go against the dark, high contrast black and white style of the image.  
Once again, it doesn’t look sharp.  

4
This is probably the best portrait here.  It’s also not ideally sharp - or you’ve done some focus 
haloing effect.  But here you’ve captured an interesting look, an affectionate look in your wife’s 
eyes.  In a way it’s a pity she’s smiling, although that does fit the expression on her face.  It’s just 
that the smile makes it a bit ‘cheesy’!  

You could darken the white patch on the left in the background.  Pity you couldn’t get her 
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whole outline against the green, which works really well.   

Coursework
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity 

I really like your “Portrait Sequence” which has a comic effect, like pictures of a comedian mak-
ing faces.  And your active portrait shows you understand the way people use body language 
to communicate.   

Your train portraits excellent.  That could be a project to continue and maybe exhibit one day 
when you’ve got enough pictures.  Look there how well you are capturing people’s expres-
sions and activities.  And the mood of commuting.   

Research
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis  

Your research is really good and wide ranging.  Your reflective writing is particularly good.  But 
don’t stop at personal reflections and insights into a photographer’s work.  Can you ask ques-
tions of the work? You say Kawauchi works in a ‘snapshot’ style.  Is that true?  How can you tell?  
What are the ‘signs’ which suggest it is so informal?

It’s not clear whether you’ve looked at formal photographers much - apart from John 
Hedgecoe.  Maybe also looks at Terence Donovan, Richard Avedon and August Sander.

Learning Log

You blog looks really good.  Clearly laid out and easy to navigate.  

Suggested reading/viewing 
Context 

Have a look at the street photographers for this section: Henri Cartier-Bresson, Robert Frank, 
Garry Winogrand and Trent Parke.  

Pointers for the next assignment 

Although I’ve given you a deadline of 16th November 2016 for your next assignment, you 
really need to find the momentum to get through this course a lot quicker, so try to send it to 
me in October.  

Tutor name Robert Enoch
Date 16th September 2016
Next assignment due 16th November 2016


